Detailed Description of Collection:

Series I: Albums
Two albums [208 photographs] originally collected in two 3-ring binders (gold stamped with the name Edward Martin) as well as a 21 page report. Each original binder is bound in black – Vol. I binder is approximately 8” x 10” and Vol. II is approximately 7” x 9” in size. Album 1 photographs (84) were received arranged chronological (1921-1924). Album 2 photographs when acquired were a mixed chronology but have been cataloged for chronological reference as well as photographer’s negative number. About 76 photographs are 8” x 10” black and white format; about 132 photographs are 7” x 9” black and white format with about 28 photographs with a photographer’s name (George A. Wonfor, Photographer, 615 Market St., Camden, NJ) stamped on the back. Most photographs have a distinct caption between plate number and date (annotations regarding image content are enclosed in parentheses following the date).

ALBUM 1

0007.01.01 No number, no date, (Photo of artist’s rendering of entire bridge, artist’s name illegible lower right corner)

0007.01.02 #42A 5-13-21 (Photo of artist rendering, lower left corner a tug boat going under steel tower) (Illustrations possibly furnished courtesy of R. McAllister, Camden, N.J., see reference Charles Carswell, p. 20 similar drawing style)

0007.01.03 #42B 5-13-21 (Photo of artist rendering showing anchorage and roadway span lower – charcoal or soft pencil, straight on view)

0007.01.04 #53, 6-1-21, (Photo of drawing of street pattern in relation to bridge crossing river, semicircle in middle right showing three streets leading out of semicircle (artist’s name lower right ??Firet?))

0007.01.05 # 54 6-1-21, (lower left corner on photo or drawing of elevated view of street pattern and truncated triangle in center with tiny vehicles around truncated triangle)

0007.01.06 #17791. Aeroplane view of site. Delaware River Bridge. 10-17-21, (Various sections of photographs pieced together to form overall display)